
Mounts easily on wall or
can be set on desk

Indoor/outdoor thermometer
and humidity gauge
Simultaneously displays indoor and outdoor tempera-
tures. Measures indoor relative humidity, too. Display
indicates when temperature and relative humidity are
in the optimum range to help you maintain an ideal
environment in your home or office. F° or C° read-
outs. Memory records highest and lowest readings
since last reset. Requires 2 "AA" batteries. Set on desk
or mount on wall. 63-867 29.99

.'or desk or wall

Dual -display thermometer
with jumbo digits
Easy -to -read jumbo 378"x27/8" LCD display shows
the indoor and outdoor temperatures simultaneously.
Constantly samples indoor and outdoor temperatures
for accurate, up -to -the minute readings. Stores mini-
mum and maximum temperatures recorded since the
last time you reset it or replaced the batteries. Switch -
able Celsius or Fahrenheit readout. For desk or wall.
Requires "AAA" battery. 63-869 29.99

Check the Temp
At a Glance
Whether you want to know the temperature inside or outside, RadioShack has an

electronic thermometer that can help make your life more comfortable.

For desk or

Know the temperature
and the relative humidity
instantly
Electronic humidity gauges and thermometers
provide accurate readouts of current conditions so
you can adjust a humidifier or heating and cooling
system to the most comfortable settings. Plus, you
can recall the highest and lowest temperature
since last reset at the touch of a button.

Get the right temperature!
Why call for the temperature from a service that
may be miles away or on the top of a tall build-
ing? Our indoor/outdoor thermometers let you
know what the temperature is inside or outside
your own home or office!
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Indoor thermometer
with humidity gauge
Shows indoor temperature and the relative humidity
in the room. Display indicates when temperature and
humidity are ideal. Great for helping you maintain
optimum humidity levels for people or plants. Stores
last high and low temperatures and humidity read-
ings since last reset. Comes with a bracket and tape
for wall mounting, built-in stand for setting on a flat
surface. Requires 2 "AAA" batteries.
63-855 24.99
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For desk or wall

Indoor/outdoor with large
easy -to -read display
Easy -to -see digital thermometer constantly monitors
changes to provide up -to -the -second temperatures.
Place on desk or mount on wall. Big display can be
read across a room. Choose Celsius or Fahrenheit
readout. Includes battery.
63-1009 15.99


